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EDITOR’S PAGE

O FOR OPPORTUNITY
ow can you tell a new season is
upon us? This spring didn’t feel
much like a new season, given the
wonky weather. And, to make matters
worse, the spring budget offered little to the
hotel industry. If that isn’t enough to make
us shake our heads, could anyone have
imagined the tragedy that struck the
Boston Marathon, where three American
spectators were killed and hundreds more
injured? A new season: some days it feels
more like the end of the world.
Still, as we move closer to summer, there
is anticipation in the air and hope that the warmer weather will drive travellers to Canada to keep the hospitality industry busy.
After all, Canadian hoteliers are ready, a trend reflected at Hotelier
magazine, where this spring we hosted an Investment Roundtable (see
Q&A on p. 20), as well as another instalment of our Breakfast Speaker Series
called Icons & Innovators, featuring the queen of boutique hotels, Christiane
Germain (see story on p. 10), co-founder of Groupe Germain. Later this
month, the hotel investment community will gather in Toronto at the annual
Canadian Hotel Investment Conference, which will undoubtedly uncover
growing opportunities in the competitive hotel industry.
The good news is the industry is moving in the right direction, and, after
a few lethargic years, business is back. Last year was one of the strongest on
record, with $1.2 billion in transaction volume and steady RevPAR growth.
Clearly, opportunity does exist, whether it’s developing a new brand,
converting properties, the spurious growth of the select-service market or
the potential for growth through casino development (see story on p. 16).
What has changed is the context of the opportunities. As Tony Cohen,
vice-president of Crescent Hotels & Resorts, said at last month’s investment roundtable, “There’s no real new demand generators [in Canada].
We always say within our portfolio, don’t expect new demands; steal from
the competition. And, that’s really all you’re doing.”
Hoteliers and analysts at our roundtable agreed on the need to repair the
damage of recent years. “The government has to wake up and say protection isn’t the way to grow the business or grow the country,” said Steve
Giblin, president of SilverBirch Hotels & Resorts. “Basically, that’s what
we’re doing. We are protecting Air Canada and the airports through our
fees — so what? The end-game here is not to say we’ve got a small [piece
of the] pie, let’s hold onto it for the rest of our lives; let’s expand it. Canada is recognized around the world as a tremendous place for tourism, and,
yet, [tourists] are going to other countries. And, they’re leaving us in
droves. That shrinkage is a tremendous loss to the industry.” So, what are
we going to do about it?
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Checking In
THE LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS FOR HOTEL EXECUTIVES FROM CANADA

AND AROUND THE WORLD

ONLINE EXPOSED
The 8th annual Online Revealed conference previewed the latest digital marketing innovations in hospitality
BY MAYA TCHERNINA

P H O T O G R A P H Y B Y V I R T U A L V I S I T P R E S E N TAT I O N S I N C .

T

he Online Revealed Conference
attracted more
than 200 attendees to
Caesars Windsor Hotel &
Casino in Windsor, Ont.,
last month to hear the latest trends in digital marketing and best practices
for marketing tourism and
online travel sites.
Over the course of three
days, attendees heard from
industry leaders at Facebook, Google, Expedia and
LinkedIn with keynote addresses from execs such as
Mitch Joel, president of
Twist Image, a Torontobased digital marketing
agency and Hari Nair (top,
righ t), VP North America
for Expedia.
Nair kicked off the proceedings on a positive note,
reminding attendees that
Canada is doing better post-

recession than the U.S.
Continuing on to discuss
technology, the Expedia VP
quoted stats from the U.S.based market research company PhoCusWright, which
reports on social media and

Leading the Pack
April’s Online Revealed conference wrapped with
The Canadian e-Tourism Awards luncheon, hosted by the
Canadian Tourism Commission. Winners were selected from more
than 45 entries internationally and included the following:
Best Western (best online campaign); New Brunswick Tourism
(best website); Newfoundland and Labrador Tourism
(best user-generated content) and Tourism Vancouver
(best innovative use of technology).

travel planning. He noted
that 66 per cent of travellers are influenced by reviews, while 30 per cent
share their travel experience and 35 per cent interact with travel companies
on social media. What’s
more, carefully placed qual-

Extending Your Reach
The Online Revealed conference featured multiple workshops focusing on subjects such as Pinterest for hotels, Facebook marketing ROI,
blogging, online measurement strategies and search engine optimization (SEO). In the latter, Chris Adams (top, left), from Barrie, Ont,’s Gshift

hoteliermagazine.com

ity photos translate to a 4.5per-cent higher conversion
rate and an extra $3.50 in
ADR. But, he cautioned
operators against using lowquality, outdated images of
their properties online, while

suggesting they create local
content using effective key
words and landing pages.
Most experts at the conference agreed that, when
it comes to online travel
marketing, content is
king. Hotel operators need
to build content on their

online properties by optimizing photos, reviews,
blogs and social media to
reach their core customers. And, it was no
surprise that mobile was
pinpointed as the fastestgrowing trend. “You don’t
want to just look into
mobile, you want to invest
in mobile,” said Expedia’s
Nair.
Another interesting discussion at the conference
detailed Facebook’s new
Custom Audience feature
that helps marketers find
their offline audiences
among the social-media
network’s users. The feature, which rolled out last
year, uses email addresses,
phone numbers or user
IDs to match marketers
with their desired demographic to target advertisements to that group.

Labs, offered several SEO tips. According to the expert, posting content on Google+ has proven better for SEO than posting to Facebook,
LinkedIn or Twitter. He also stressed the importance of focusing on
optimized content marketing such as blogs, press releases, white
papers, videos and more.
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LET’S GET
DIGITAL
In this new column, technology expert Warren Markwart offers a window into the world of technology
with a collection of facts, figures and innovations
impacting the hotel industry.
Innovation: Passbook

• Apple’s Passbook app eliminates cards and paper tickets.
• It electronically stores cards
and paper tickets, including
rewards and recognition
cards, airline boarding passes, sporting event tickets
and movie tickets.
• Facsimiles of these items can be downloaded from a
web page, email attachment or instant message.
• In addition to storing card or ticket data, the app is
dynamic. For example, boarding passes are updated
with gate numbers and new flight times.
• Early adopters of this technology include organizations such as Starbucks, Ticketmaster, Major
League Baseball and Starwood Hotels & Resorts.
• The app may be useful to hotel operators who deal
with registration cards, vouchers and loyalty cards.
Fast Facts

• According to AYTM Market Research, a Palo
Alto, Calif.-based online market research company,
21.7 per cent of U.S. Internet users access Youtube
every day and 27.5 per cent use Youtube a few
times a week.
• According to a study by Experian Cheetahmail, a
Costa Mesa, Calif.-based email marketing provider,
emails sent within North America between 8 p.m.
and midnight have the most opens, clicks, transactions, et cetera.
• Adobe’s Best-of-the-Best Benchmark study, from
the San Jose, Calif.-based digital marketing and
digital media solutions provider, has reported the
average time spent surfing on websites in different
industries. The study shows 8.88 minutes per day is
spent on media and entertainment sites; 7.70 minutes per day is spent on travel and hospitality sites
and 7.51 minutes per day is spent on retail sites.
Warren Markwart is th e principal
of MK2 Hospitality, Toronto, wh ich
specializes in integrating h ospitality
tech nology with revenue-management strategies, guest service and
business objectives. He can be
reach ed at warren.markwart@
mk2h ospitality.com.
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IN WITH
THE NEW
Ottawa’s Chimo Hotel is primed for change this year,
as the 34-year-old property is being converted to a
Holiday Inn. “We are proud to become a part of the
Holiday Inn family and everything it represents,” said
Jean-Pierre Benjamin, the hotel’s GM. “As a Holiday
Inn, we will continue to redefine guest satisfaction,
support the community and extend our reputation as
being the friendliest, professional, preferred hotel in
Ottawa.” Owned by Royal Host Inc., and managed by
Crescent Hotels & Resorts, the new property will undergo a $9-million renovation, upgrading guestrooms
and bathrooms as well as adding a new contemporary
restaurant-and-bar concept. The hotel’s new public
spaces will include an updated lobby with a 24-hour
convenience store, a business centre, a pool area, a
fitness room and three meeting rooms and banquet
spaces. The property will also offer free high-speed
Internet and a Kids-Stay-and-Eat-Free program.
FAST FACT:

PRICE DROP
According to Hotwire.com’s April
2013 Canadian Hotel Rate Report
that names the top Canadian cities
with the biggest reductions in hotel
rate, Lethbridge, Alta., was at the top
of the list with a 17-per-cent drop in
room rates, followed by Whistler, B.C.
(10 per cent); Ottawa (nine per
cent); Quebec City (five per cent)
and Vancouver (five per cent).
CORRECTION In the March issue of Hotelier, it was stated that the
Metropolitan Hotel was sold by Bayview Hospitality Group (BHG).
In fact, it was purchased by BHG. We apologize for the error.
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Make An Entrance. It’s Time We Met.

Don’t settle for investment potential. Go for proven performance. Invest in a BEST WESTERN PLUS®
hotel and put the power of the world’s most recognized hospitality brand to work for you capturing
mid-market business and leisure travelers with more money to spend. You’ll earn a higher ROI and
keep more of it with the most competitive fee structure of all the major hoteliers. Ready to talk numbers?
Call ours today. Best Western is The World’s Largest Hotel Chain® with 4,000 hotels in more than 100
countries worldwide.*

The World’s Largest Hotel Chain®

bestwesterndevelopers.com | 800.847.2429
*Numbers are approximate and may fluctuate. Each Best Western® branded hotel is independently owned and operated.
Best Western and Best Western marks are service marks or registered service marks of Best Western International, Inc. ©2013 Best Western International, Inc. All rights reserved.

IN THE LAP
OF LUXURY
More than 200 members of Starwood’s corporate office recently
experienced the “the
new crossroads of global travel” during a fiveweek trip to Dubai,
U.A.E. This comes
after a similar corporate-office transplant
two years ago to
Shanghai, China. “My
objective there and
here as well, was to
shift the mindset and
the focus of the company to draw attention to a market that is so dynamic and increasingly important to the future of the company,” Frits van Paasschen,
president and CEO of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc.,
told Hotelier magazine. “The difference between the temporary relocation of the company and a business trip is that you [can] immerse yourself more, not just in the region and the city itself, but
to use the area as a hub to explore.” Dubai was a fitting choice for
company execs, as Starwood is preparing to increase its presence in
the Middle East and Africa by more than 60 per cent, adding 50
hotels during the next five years. “It’s a great example of how travel
patterns are changing, and how luxury travel is developing. There’s
a sense there’s so much farther to go,” said van Paasschen. In
March, the company opened the Sheraton Dubai Mall of the Emirates Hotel (pictured), featuring 481 guestrooms, 94 suites and
9,000 sq. ft. of meeting and event space. There’s been an explosion
in the demand for luxury brands, sums up van Paasschen. “In this
part of the world, [it’s] not just the accumulation of capital through
oil exports but also, importantly, it’s a major global crossroads,” he
said, adding Starwood’s three luxury brands (The Luxury Collection, W and St. Regis Hotels & Resorts) comprise 160 hotels across
the globe. “With the growth that we see coming, it will only accelerate.” By 2017, Starwood plans to have more than 130 hotels in
the Middle East and Africa. — Jackie Sloat-Spencer

InBrief
Isadore Sharp, founder
and chairman, Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts;
David Smythe, GM, The
Lord Elgin Hotel; and
David Martin, director of
the Ted Rogers School of
Hospitality and Tourism
Management-Ryerson
University, were among
the list of hospitality veterans honoured at the
Ontario Hostelry Institute’s 2013 Gold Awards
dinner held at the Four
Seasons Hotel Toronto in
April...The Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group has
boosted its presence in
Canada with the addition
of three new hotels, including the 120-room
Radisson Hotel and Conference Centre Calgary
Airport East, the 170room Park Inn by Radisson Toronto-Markham
and the 228-room Park
Inn by Radisson Calgary
Airport...Travelodge
Canada has converted a
Royal Inn Express hotel
in Spruce Grove, Alta., to
the new Travelodge Inn
& Suites Spruce Grove.
The 48-room property offers free high-speed Internet, a breakfast room and
on-site laundry facilities...

Hotels & Resorts, while
new sales manager at OtEdward Keenan was aptawa’s Brookstreet
pointed VP, Resorts for
Hotel…John Jarvis, GM
the company...Terry
of The Westin Ottawa,
Atkins is the new senior
was named Chief Sales
director of Marketing
Officer of the Year by StarCommunications at Exwood Hotels & Resorts.
tended Stay America...
Carmen Lam is the new
Robert Mercure
Todd Davis
Cascades Tissue Group,
VP, Hotel Sales and Marbased in Candiac, Que.,
keting, Asia Pacific for
Hilton has introduced its
has revamped its awayComfort Inn in Bridgewa- Fairmont Hotels & ReEforea: Spa concept to
from-home website,
ter, N.S., Quality Inn &
sorts...Kris Crundwell
Canada with its first
afh.cascades.com, which
Suites in Matane, Que.,
has left his position as VP
opening inside the Hilton and Chateau Saint John
offers improved functions
of Sales and Marketing at
Toronto/Markham Suites Hotel & Suites in Saint
Pacrim Hospitality to be- and tools to visitors in a
Conference Centre &
John, N.B....According to
come the new VP of Sales refreshed design and userSpa, in Markham, Ont.
friendly web browser...
a study by hotels.com,
for Trade Centre Limited
The 5,000-sq.-ft. spa offers Quebecers are more likely
SCA, an Oakville, Ont.(TCL) in Halifax...John
13 treatment rooms and
based hygiene and forest
to steal linens and towels
Conmee is the new direcmale spa services…Bellproducts company, has
from hotels they visit, com- tor of Banquets at The
star Hotels & Resorts re- pared to guests from other
partnered with Food
Westin Calgary hotel,
cently added two industry
Banks of Canada to
provinces, who tend to
while David Barbour is
awards to its list of accosteal magazines and books. the property’s new director sponsor the charity’s
lades, including the ReHunger Awareness
of the Front Office... FloWeek campaign. ◆
sort Hospitality Business
rence Houlahan is the
of the Year honour by the
Robert Mercure has been
Vancouver Island Busiappointed to the Canadiness Association for the
an Tourism Commishotel company’s Beach
sion’s Board of Directors.
Club Resort as well as the He is GM at the Fairmont
Canadian Lodging AssoLe Château Frontenac in
ciation’s Housekeeping
Quebec City, Que...Todd
PDQDJHPHQWVROXWLRQV
Award of the Year...Hôtel
Davis has been promoted
La Ferme in Baie-Saintfrom chief technology ofPaul, Que., garnered acco- ficer to chief information
lades at the Retail and
officer at Choice Hotels
Leisure Interiors Awards International...Allison
&.$WODQWLVKDVDVXFFHVVIXOWUDFNUHFRUGDFKLHYLQJVXSHULRUUHWXUQV
2012, taking home top
Fraser is the new GM of
IRURZQHUVWKURXJKH[FHOOHQWVHUYLFHDQGYDOXHGHOLYHU\WRWDUJHWHG
prize in the Hotels and Ser- the Hilton Saint John in
PDUNHWVHJPHQWVLQWKHPRVWFRVWHIIHFWLYHPDQQHU
vice Retailers category...
Saint John, N.B...Stewart
6SHFLDOL]HLQPL[HGXVHUHVLGHQWLDODQGKRWHOEXLOGLQJV
Choice Hotels Canada has Winterburn has been ap([SHUWVLQ&RQGR+RWHOJRYHUQDQFHPRGHOV
announced the winners of
pointed the VP of Hotels
/HYHUDJHUHVRXUFHVDFURVVKRWHODQGUHVLGHQWLDOFRPSRQHQWV
its 2013 Hospitality
and Development at the
6XFFHVVIXOWUDFNUHFRUGLQIXOOVHUYLFHKRWHODQG) %RSHUDWLRQV
Alberta-based Clique
Awards, including the

SupplySide
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%UDQGVHOHFWLRQ)) (SURFXUHPHQWDQGGHVLJQH[SHUWLVH

OBITUARY
Robert Guy Leoppky, a former Atlific
Hotels VP of Western Canada, recently
passed away at the age of 60, following a
battle with cancer. Leoppky began his hospitality career in 1972 in various management positions throughout the country. He
was employed at Atlific Hotels for more
than 40 years.
&RQWDFW.RVWD7RPD]RV3UHVLGHQWNWRPD]RV#FNDWODQWLVFRP
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LOOKING BACK

THE
EARLY
YEARS

THE FIRST DECADE: (clockwise from top
left) Th e Hotel Association of Canada was in
its infancy wh en Toronto’s Royal York Hotel
was making a name for itself in th e h ospitality
market. At th e time, proh ibition was impacting
th e industry

A centennial tribute to the Hotel
Association of Canada highlights the
organization’s first 20 years
BY ADRIAN BELL

he Hotel Association of
Canada (HAC) has wrestled
with many contentious hospitality issues during its 100-year history, but, although “much has changed,
much remains the same,” says Tony
Pollard, HAC president, referencing
high taxes, liquor law legislation and
declining tourism revenues as ongoing challenges.

T

An Industry United

The Hotelkeepers’ Association of
The Dominion of Canada was created
in Ottawa in 1913. Its goal: to amalgamate regional associations and present Parliament with hoteliers’ interests. The newly formed association,
with George Wright from The Walker House as its inaugural president,
presented its mandate for the first
time at a conference in Winnipeg.
The decree read: “To act with the
provincial associations when necessary and also to take steps to protect
8
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the hotel trade when the latter is
faced with prejudicial legislation in
the Dominion Parliament.”
A year later, Canada was at war.
“When the First World War was happening, our association wasn’t completely national in scope,” Pollard explains. “We had representation in
Quebec, Ontario to Alberta — with a
little bit in British Columbia. We
were still growing.”
The immediate post-war boom saw
hoteliers enjoy brisk business while
the HAC blossomed. “Whenever
there’s a situation like a world war,
the demand for hotel rooms grows exponentially,” Pollard explains. “People are moving through various centres, they’re going for training, they’re
going to be deployed to go overseas
and so forth. The consequence to
that is you have enhanced demand
for hotels.”
There were many challenges. “In a
dining room, things like butter and

sugar were scarce, because you needed
those foods on the front line in
France,” says Pollard. The impact was
serious. While occupancy was up,
there were fewer people to work in
hotels as many men were in the
armed forces overseas, and foodstuffs
and other items normally taken for
granted were not readily available.
Prohibition was a tough time, too.
“Before the time of prohibition, to
serve alcohol you had to have rooms.
You couldn’t just open up a bar,” explains Pollard. “The bar had to have
bedrooms in it. As a result, in the
three Prairie provinces, even today,
you have a very large number of properties with maybe four or five bedrooms — the independents, not the
large corporate chains — that, to obtain their liquor licence, had to sell
rooms.” But, when the temperance
movement came along, hoteliers in
Western Canada known for serving
alcohol, found their livelihood was
hoteliermagazine.com

under threat.
What’s more, in some Canadian
cities a guest wasn’t permitted to stand
at a table and sip a drink since liquor
laws stated people had to sit down to
imbibe. The HAC annals also inform
us that, up until the 1980s, guests had
to eat as much as they were drinking.
“If you wanted a $50 bottle of wine,
you had to have a $50 meal,” says Pollard, shaking his head.
The HAC Fulfills its Mandate

It was the affluence and prosperity of
the Roaring ’20s that drove much of
the industry’s success. “There were
more hotels being developed across
the country, fuelled by the economy,”
explains Pollard. In 1924, building
contracts for 144 hotels were issued;
three years later, 173 building permits
were granted. “We were getting a lot
more tourists, particularly from the
United States, and we started building larger properties to accommodate
these people across Canada.” Some of
the major hotels built during the peri-

od include the Norton-Palmer
(Windsor, Ont.); the Marquis (Lethbridge, Alta.); the New Pines Hotel
(Digby, N.S.); the Hotel Saskatchewan (Regina) and the jewel in
Canada’s hotel crown: the Royal York
Hotel in Toronto.
With all that activity, Henry F.
Coles wrote in the Canadian Hospitality and Restaurant magazine (purchased by Kostuch Publications in
1994) that, despite the stock market
crash, 1929 had “undoubtedly” been
the best year the hotel industry had
“ever seen in Canada.” In fact, in
1930, Americans were spending more
than $200 million a year in Canada,
so the HAC successfully lobbied to increase U.S. tourist permits to 90 days.
By the end of the decade, the Canadian hotel industry had experienced
many firsts. Quebec’s Château Frontenac welcomed Charles Lindbergh,
the first pilot to fly solo across the Atlantic; and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation started broadcasting
from Ottawa’s Chateau Laurier. ◆

COMMITTED: (top to bottom) Staff at
properties such as Toronto’s St. Ch arles
Hotel Bar and P.E.I.’s Rodd Hotel were at
th e forefront of h ospitality in th e Hotel
Association of Canada’s early days

We Know Hospitality.
When you want your hotel managed right, turn to the experts: Crescent Hotels & Resorts.
As a North American recognized, top 10 hotel management firm built by operators, we passionately embody
the spirit of service in everything we do. Crescent operates hotels and resorts throughout Canada and the U.S.,
and we are approved to manage upper upscale full service and premium branded select service hotels by Marriott, Hilton, Intercontinental, Starwood, Hyatt, Wyndham and Radisson. Crescent also has a long history of operating legendary independent hotels, evidenced by the rapidly growing Crescent Independent Collection.
For us, hospitality is more than a business—it’s a way of life.

www.chrco.ca
Call us to discuss how Crescent can improve
the performance, and value of your investment.
Tony Cohen, Executive Vice President of Business Development 416.913.4626
Gerry Tissenbaum, Director of Business Development 416.925.4649
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Q
A

Ch ristiane Germain, co-founder of th e Quebec-based Hôtel Le Germain and
Alt Hotels, reveals h er operating playbook INTERVIEW BY ROSANNA CAIRA

Rosanna Caira: Tell me about your past. I understand your father had a restaurant and you and your siblings got involved.
How did that get started?
Christiane Germain: The first business my father and

mother started was a small — in French we call it
a tabagie — corner store, and this is where we
learned how to get into business ourselves. On
Sundays, for example, my brother and I would sit
at the counter while everyone, after mass, would
come to the store and my parents were either at
the cash register or the counter, and we’d have to
stay there and wait until the rush was over, just
watching. Then my father got into a larger restaurant business. When I started, in the mid-’70s, it
was in the restaurant business. When I came here
to Toronto to study, I was not planning on being in
the hotel business but to continue in the restaurant business.
RC: What happened?
CG: My brother, Jean-Yves, and I were running

RC: What was your biggest lesson learned from your
early days in the industry?
CG: Hard work has always been key. We talk

a lot about innovation today, but,
even in those days, innovation, at

hoteliermagazine.com

RC: What made the Le Germain brand different than the
hotels already in the marketplace?
CG: The design was different; it was smaller, it didn’t

have too many large meeting spaces. It gave it a lot
of intimacy. When your hotel is smaller, it’s much
easier to personalize. This is one thing that was very
important — to keep that small, intimate atmosphere. The lobbies are not too big, they’re kind of
small. It’s easier to recognize your guest when you’re
in a small environment. The service has always
been key, but the hotel business is not rocket science; it’s about good people, good service, good design — just making these things work well together,
you should get a good result.
RC: How many hotels do you have in your portfolio?
CG: We have eight. We’ll have nine by June 1st,

when we open in Halifax.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARGARET MULLIGAN

restaurants. At one point, we had four restaurants
in Quebec City — two of them were very successful
— and the restaurant business is demanding [with]
lots of long hours. The ones we were running were
a combination of restaurant, bar and disco, so after
a while I was getting [bored and wanted to try
something] else. On a trip to New York, I saw this
great hotel and, I said to myself, ‘why not the
hotel business?’ And, that’s how it started.

least in my family, was part of running a business.
If you always do the same thing, what’s the point?
You’re going to go back[ward] — you’re not going
to move forward. This is something that was important in our family. And, when you talk about
innovation, it’s not always huge things — it can be
small things. But having something new all the
time is very important.

RC: A couple of years ago you launched Alt Hotels. How did
that evolve?
CG: If we wanted to be everywhere across the coun-

try, we needed another brand to penetrate markets
like Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, St. John’s, N.L.
— smaller markets. So, we started working on Alt
and, at the same time, we thought there was an opportunity in the three-star segment to create a conMAY 2013 HOTELIER
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RC: If the pricing changes depending on the city, how does the Toronto
rate compare to the other cities where Alt is now?
CG: Our price in Toronto is going to be $129, while, [at]

“

Halifax [airport], it’s going to be $139. It’s always a matter
of the offer that’s on the market.

I WORK ALL THE TIME,
AND I’M NOT COMPLAINING.
MY WORK IS A LIFESTYLE. I’M
VERY CLOSE TO MY BUSINESS

”

cept that was more design-focused, more like what we like
today, and you don’t have to pay $220, $250 — you can
have a $150 budget and be interested in having good design
and very comfortable rooms. We came up with this concept, Alt, for alternative. We opened our first one in 2007
in Brossard, on the south shore of Montreal, and we converted the first hotel in Quebec City to Alt, because we
thought it was similar to what we were doing. We opened
Pearson [in Toronto] last June, and we’re opening Halifax.
We have three more under construction: Winnipeg, downtown Montreal — in a new area called Griffin Town — and
Ottawa, which should start construction soon.
RC: In what ways is Alt alternative?
CG: Even if Alt is not the same price, we focus on comfort;

the mattress is the same one we use in the Germain brand.
The design is intelligent in that the rooms are smaller, but
you don’t feel it, because the ceilings are higher — there’s
lots of light in the room and the lobby since the rooms are
smaller and not too many people can be in the room. We
made sure the lobbies were very social — it’s like a large
living room. We came up with a new grab-and-go concept, so we don’t have a restaurant, but we have a nice
food offering.
RC: So, the look is more casual and hip?
CG: Absolutely. Our employees wear jeans. It gives a

different look.
RC: It’s very unusual how you’ve modelled the pricing structure. Can
you explain?
CG: It is, but I’ll be very open and honest — it needs a little

bit of tweaking. We’re keeping the concept of having one
price per hotel, meaning the price in Toronto and Halifax
are not the same, but we have a unique price. For example, in Halifax we’ll have an opening price that won’t last
for too long, and then we’ll have one price, which, if I
remember correctly, will be $139, and that’s the only price
we’re going to have…. It’s the same if you go to Montreal
during the Grand Prix, all of the hotel prices are really
elevated, but we’re keeping our price at $139.
12
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RC: How many do you think you’ll have in the entire chain?
CG: By 2017, we plan to have 17 hotels. We hope to build

the Germain Vancouver — that would be nice, too.
RC: When you opened Hotel Dominion in Quebec City in 1996 there was
a recession, and, in 2003, there was SARS in Toronto. More recently,
when you opened in Calgary a couple years back, it was another difficult economic time. How did you effectively open those properties in
some of the worst times?
CG: You just go for it and get it done. One of the things that

saved us was that, when we first opened Toronto, our brand
was pretty well known in Quebec, and the few people that
were coming to Toronto were from Quebec. So, we let
them know we were opening a hotel, and our first clientele
was from Quebec. We were just keeping our fingers crossed
that SARS would be over and eventually it was.
RC: What have been some of the biggest challenges you’ve faced
being part of a family business?
CG: It doesn’t work every day. But overall it works, and it

works well. As far as business is concerned, that level of
trust is there. Could I get the same level of trust with
other people? To be honest, I don’t know. We complement
each other, we have so much respect for one another, and
we know each other so well.
RC: How do you divide the roles since you and your brother,
Jean-Yves, are co-presidents?
CG: He’s more involved with finance and development; I’m

more involved with operations, marketing. When it
comes to major decisions, we usually talk.
RC: What about your other brother, Richard?
CG: He was in the company, and he left a couple of years

ago. He’s still in the hotel business with other people; he
wanted to do his own thing. That’s something interesting,
because he left the company, and it was his decision, but it
worked well.
RC: And, your daughter and your nephew are also in the business now?
CG: Yes, my daughter works with me in Montreal, and

my nephew, Hugo, also works in the business in Quebec
City. He works closely with his father — he’s more into
development.
RC: If you had to pinpoint one reason you’ve succeeded in a tough,
24-7, male-dominated industry, what would it be?
CG: When I am challenged, I usually go for it. I work all

the time, and I’m not complaining. My work is a lifestyle.
I’m very close to my business, and I got the chance to do
other things in life, so I was very involved, and am still
hoteliermagazine.com

OVER THREE
DECADES OF
EXCELLENCE
IN HOTEL DESIGN

FERDIE AWARD WINNER 2012

WAN AWARD WINNER 2012

FERDIE AWARD WINNER 2011

AIR CANADA EN ROUTE AWARD 2011

ALT Hotel Toronto Pearson

La Ferme Hotel, Baie-Saint-Paul

Le Germain Maple Leaf Square, Toronto

Le Germain Calgary Complex

very involved in other businesses and in my community,
and it’s normal for me.

me they think that the HR side of things is terrible — like
when people say things like ‘well if I didn’t have employees,
it would be great.’ The human side of the business is very
important when you’re a leader, and a good leader has to
have a good relationship with his colleagues, his people.

RC: What’s your biggest obstacle?
CG: When you’re in the business and you want to expand

and grow, the obstacle is finding the money to expand.
We’ve had to spend a lot of energy on finding the money
and the right people with the right money.

RC: Can you offer advice to women in the industry or entering
the industry?
CG: You can’t really look at this 24 hours at a time. I remem-

ber, there were years where it was, personally, very challenging — when you’re starting a business and you have a
young family. Though men do participate more in family
tasks these days, one thing remains: a mother is a mother....
Part of your salary goes toward paying people to help you,
but that’s the way it is. It’s a choice you make, and you have
to live with it, and if you want to have a career, you have to
make choices. There are days when it’s very difficult, but
after a while you get over it, and it’s very rewarding. It’s not
easy, it really isn’t, and you have to know that going in.

RC: How have you financed some of those hotels? I know you have
partnerships in some of those properties.
CG: We have partnerships everywhere. We have partners

in Calgary, Montreal, Quebec City … it requires a lot of
money. Our project in Calgary was a major project for us
— we have the condo component, we have the office
component, so financially we needed partners there.
When you have partners and investors, they want good
returns. So, this is the biggest challenge on a regular basis.
RC: Is there any financial advice you’ve received that would be
valuable to anyone thinking of opening a hotel?
CG: Make sure you always put money aside, because you never

RC: How do you define and deliver great service?
CG: Good service has to be authentic, discreet, personal-

know when you’re going to need it. And, reinvest in your
business. [That’s] something my father told me from the start.

ized. I like when service is really personalized for the
guest, but also for the person giving the service. If you
want service to be authentic, you have to respect the
personality of the person giving the service. I don’t like
service that is scripted. All of this, how to deliver good
service, is done when you hire the right person. It’s not
necessarily the person with the most experience but the
person with the best attitude to give
service.

RC: What do you think makes a great leader, and has the concept of
leadership changed in recent years as the market has evolved?
CG: Leading by example is important. I’m always very sur-

prised when I hear people who are running businesses tell

¿»Â» ÈÅÄ»ÈÉ¼ÅÈ·Æ»È¼»¹ÊÂ·ËÄºÈÏŰÄ¿É¾Ɣ

RC: What do you look for in service staff besides
attitude and personality?
CG: Attitude, personality and willing-

Top class results for your laundry.
¿»Â»¿ÈÅÄ»ÈÉ·È»ÀËÉÊÊ¾»ÀÅ¸¼ÅÈ·Æ»È¼»¹ÊŰÄ¿É¾Ɣ¿Ê¾·Í¿º»È·Ä½»
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ness to learn, especially when we’re
hiring people who don’t have much
experience; they have to be willing
to learn.

German Engineering. German Quality. Made in Germany.

RC: Switching gears, what’s different about
the Le Germain in Toronto’s Maple Leaf Square
and the Germain that opened in Toronto 10
years ago, or the one in Montreal or Quebec
City? Has innovation been consistent with
each new hotel?
CG: Yes, one example that I would give

mieleprofessional.ca

Manufacturer direct Sales + Service available: 1-888-325-3957
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you from Maple Leaf Square would be
that when we decided on the artwork
in the rooms, our partners in that
property are involved in sports so they
wanted something that would reflect
basketball and hockey, et cetera. I didn’t
necessarily want to have pictures of
men in jerseys, so we started brainstorming. And, we came up with the
idea of having beautiful pictures of
hoteliermagazine.com

those athletes doing another sport, doing something else.
So we had hockey players or basketball players exercis[ing]
in a gym and we have photos of those beautiful bodies. It
takes a lot of space in the room; they’re big pictures, and
they look great, so we tie the sports and the art together in
an innovative way.

The Sealy Difference

RC: How do you create culture in a company?
CG: We don’t have to implement a culture; this is our busi-

ness. When we did the first hotel ... it felt like having
friends over. And, that’s still part of the culture. It’s easy for
me. What will be difficult in the years to come, if we have
17 hotels, will be to make sure the culture is implemented
everywhere.
RC: How do you inculcate that culture into the people you hire?
CG: It’s hiring the right people. Some of the people we hire

come with a very good background, some of them don’t
have experience, but some of them have great experience
and what’s important is to get the two together. Greet our
guests as if they were your friends and combine that with
the experiences you’ve had from other places and other
lives. Keep in mind that before I got into the hotel business, I had never worked in a hotel, and I still had a lot to
learn. I have great people with me to teach me those
things, and I’m still learning from them.
RC: Last year, you were awarded an honourary doctorate from Ryerson
University. What advice would you give to those considering a career
in this industry?
CG: Sometimes, I find the younger generation wants things

to happen too fast ... but things don’t happen overnight.
You have to take the time, you have to invest in your career; it’s not always a matter of money, but time.
RC: Do you think schools are doing as good a job training students for
tomorrow’s reality?
CG: One thing that I find, and I won’t identify any specific

program, is that people tend to forget about the hospitality side of this business. There’s a lot of financial stuff to
worry about, but this is a people business, and you have
to know the hospitality side of the business before going
any further. If you don’t know that, it’s a bit of a problem.
Sometimes, you’ll talk to young students, and they’re
very interested in strategy, but I’m doing the strategy,
and, though it’d be great to talk to you about what you
think, you can’t expect that you get out of school and go
straight into the strategy. That’s too quick. I don’t know
what is being said at school, but you really have to spend
time on the floor, learning the business and the basics....
One thing that’s important if you want to be successful is
to give the people what they want — but much more
than that, is to give them what they don’t know they
want. To do that, you have to know these people and talk
to them. You have to be close to your people, close to
your guests and close to your employees. That’s very
important in this business. ◆
hoteliermagazine.com

The Sealy Posturepedic® is designed to eliminate pressure points
that cause tossing and turning, creating a better sleep experience for
your guests. Designed in conjunction with orthopedic surgeons and
reviewed by the Orthopedic Advisory Board, the Sealy Posturepedic
features components that provide push-back support and pressure
relief, the two components of orthopedically correct design.

1 POSTURETECH™ INNERSPRING
Intelligently senses your individual movement and weight,
then responds by increasing conforming support to the needs
of your back and body.

2 STAYTRUE™ COMFORT
Our special comfort layers offer advanced pressure relieving
materials to minimize tossing and turning, for luxurious
comfort that lasts.

3 UNICASED™ EDGE SUPPORT
Provides a stable feel from edge-to-edge and allows you to
sleep comfortably and undisturbed across the entire surface of
the mattress.

Absorbs and disperses pressure while
providing push-back support.

www.sealyhospitality.com
1-800-268-4414

OPPORTUNITY
For real-estate powerhouse Oxford Properties,

HEAVY HITTERS: (l to r) Blake
Hutch eson, president and CEO, Oxford
Properties Group Inc. and Drew Coles,
VP, Hotels, Oxford Properties Group Inc.
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Thanks to an astute strategy
of prudent oversight and laserbeam focus, heavy-hitting
global real-estate investor,
developer and manager Oxford
Properties Group Inc. is always
poised for great opportunity.
With distinguished portfolios
in the office, retail, industrial,
multi-family and hotel sectors,
the company has a reputation
for across-the-board excellence.
Established in 1960 in
Edmonton, Oxford Properties
Group Inc. enjoys significant
presence in every major market
in Canada, as well as in New
York, Boston and London,
England. The Oxford entity is
divided into five real-estate
areas: office and retail (comprising 75 per cent of its portfolio combined), industrial,
residential and hotels. The
company’s hotel component
represents just nine per cent,
or $1.5 billion of the close to
$20 billion it spreads across its
full complement of holdings,
but its unique characteristics
and stellar reputation make it
meaningful.
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PROFILE

Y KNOCKS
it’s all about the right deal at the right time
Oxford entered the
hotel market in 2006
when it acquired six Fairmont properties (all of
which it still owns). In
September 2011, it added
the InterContinental
Toronto in downtown
Toronto to its holdings.
Today, the organization’s
hotel investment portfolio is comprised of seven
superstars: The Fairmont
Banff Springs, Fairmont
Chateau Lake Louise,
Fairmont Jasper Park
Lodge, Fairmont Vancouver Airport, Fairmont
Chateau Whistler, Fairmont Montebello and
Fairmont Le Kenauk as
well as the InterContinental Toronto Centre.
All told, Oxford employs
more than 1,300 people
and oversees 3,700 rooms.
In 2012, Oxford sold
nearly 850,000 room
nights, while spending
nearly $25 million in capital reinvestment. Last
year, its hotel portfolio
generated $360 million in
sales, a number corporate
brass expects will climb to
$375 million in 2013.
Oxford’s hotel assets are
so powerful, so robust, says
Steve Hodgson, director
of Hotel Portfolio Management, that it drives
tourism in Canada. “Our
resort portfolio is arguably

hoteliermagazine.com

the top resort portfolio in
North America,” he says.
“The amount of traffic
these properties bring to
the Rockies and Whistler
region, and the influence
we have over those markets, is phenomenal.” He
adds: “You talk to our international travellers and
they recognize the picture
of the Banff Springs as a
castle in the Rockies —
and that’s a place they
aspire to visit [in] that
region. Those assets are
really a driver of that
demand.”
WHY HOTELS?

Oxford considers big office and big retail as its
equities, and its industrial
and multi-family assets as
its bonds, explains Blake
Hutcheson, president and
CEO. “But the hotel asset
class is more opportunistic in terms of the return
profiles and cash flows
you get through timely
ownership and reinvestment,” points out the
man who became the
company’s leader in January 2010, explaining
these assets are consistent
with the kinds of real estate his company likes to
own. Oxford prefers bestof-class long-term holds
that can’t be replicated.
Any healthy basket of

By Laura Pratt
Photographed by Doug Forster
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tate assets, because you look at them as
either a real-estate business or an operating business. “It’s a transient operation in nature. You’re changing out
rooms and guests on pretty much a
daily basis whereas all four of the other
Oxford asset classes have long-term
leases associated with the space. It
makes it more challenging. It makes it
more volatile. But it’s more dynamic,”
Coles explains.
Consider, he suggests, that where a
700,000-sq.-ft. office tower might
have five or 10 lease renewals per
year, a hotel like the Banff Springs

“

THE OMERS PIECE

Oxford is sponsored by the Ontario
Municipal Employees Retirement
System (OMERS) pension fund, an
important characteristic that significantly fuels how its assets are managed. “The idea of a pension fund is
to have nice stable, steady investment,” says Coles. Its objective, according to corporate fact sheets, is “to
make retirement better.” Seeing that
through ties in with the company’s
powerfully held philosophy of delivering the “pension promise.” That entails both maintaining a sustainable

WE GET TO ADJUST OUR PRICING ALMOST EVERY
SINGLE DAY AND CREATE A QUICKER RETURN
WHEN DEMAND IS HOT

diverse investments should include a
tool that hedges against inflation, says
Drew Coles, VP, Hotels. And, adds
Coles, that means hotels, which are
marvelously distinct from other real-es-

will sell 200,000 “leases” the same
year. “The benefit is we get to adjust
our pricing almost every single day
and create a quicker return when demand is hot,” he says.

”

investment value through cash generation in the long run and returning
cash to the fund each year so it can
meet its distribution needs so the person collecting his pension cheque is

Hotels First

Insurance Protection for the Hotel Industry
AQUATIC, FITNESS
& SPA GROUP INC.
From design/consultation
through to construction
and aftermarket service
and supplies, PPL has been
providing Ontario and
Caribbean hotel owners,
architects and operators
one-stop shopping for all their
pool, hot tub, sauna, steam
and fitness needs since 1970.
Recent Projects Include:
Four Seasons Toronto
Hazelton Hotel Toronto
Hilton Toronto
Hotel Le Germain Toronto
Shangri La Toronto
Ritz Carlton Toronto
Thompson Hotel Toronto
The Atrium Turks & Caicos
Comfort Suites Turks & Caicos

To capitalize on our over 40 yrs of
experience, friendly professional service
and volume purchasing power call:
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www.pplgroup.com
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treated with respect. “It’s kind of a
greater purpose to say we’re trying to
make a better life for people,” says
Coles. “It’s a greater responsibility
that keeps you up at night and gets
you up in the morning.”
MITIGATING THE SLUMP

Like most of its peers, Oxford’s hotel
assets have ridden the curves lately.
From the end of 2007 through to
2011, a downward cycle dominated,
primarily in terms of income generation. The ability to torque rates higher in good times, because all of Oxford’s holdings are in the luxury
segment, extends equally to the
downside. The company faced a number of challenges during those periods
when group business was weak, when
companies weren’t spending and the
high Canadian dollar discouraged foreign visitors.
It was that scenario that forced Oxford’s customer mix to be revamped.
The balance of international tour,
group and transient customers that
dominated the company’s sales in
2007 was disrupted when the cycle
started to move south and income
streams painfully slowed. In turn,
management elected to reach out to
guests who may not have shopped
them in the past because its hotels
were too expensive. Its adjusted supply-and-demand, economic model
featured slashed prices to entice newcomers. It’s not that this development
necessarily produced a lesser quality
of income, but Coles says it meant a
return to the operating model. “We
had to be cognizant of how we were
spending, getting back to the fixed
versus variable costs.”
Oxford carefully examined the operation of its hotels, mired as it was in
a structure designed to handle the
high-demand peaks of 2006 and 2007.
Adjusting those operating models for a
new reality meant revisiting anything
that wasn’t a fixed cost — including
labour, food and capital reinvestment
— and evaluating how much was actually needed in each case.
“We always hope for better financial
returns,” states Coles, of the success of
these efforts, “but given the cycle and
hoteliermagazine.com

what the industry went through, comparatively, we fared OK. You have to
[be patient]. There’s a saying that you
can’t save your way to prosperity.
There’s a lot of truth to that,” he admits. “Now we’re moving upwards,
and I’d say upwards at a greater pace
than the industry at large.”
ON THE ASCENT

To wit, the company’s operating income climbed 16 per cent in 2012
over the previous year, and this was
against an industry-wide-growth backdrop of just three or four per cent.
Management credits that growth to
being in the luxury space, where it
could put greater focus on rates, remain highly sensitive to the guest mix
at each property and build a uniquely
collaborative strategy (its one-team
policy differs from operations in
which ownership and brand teams are
distinct entities with, often, different
agendas; a reality, Coles concedes,
“that creates a little more tension —
but it’s a healthy tension”).
Also on the books is the employment of a thoughtful approach to
sales and marketing programs. For
example, executives decided the
Fairmont Banff Springs’ 768 rooms
needed group business to drive
growth, so a targeted appeal to the
group customer — some Americans,
mostly Canadians — was launched.
It also sought to capitalize on the
thriving Alberta economy by pursuing local business. From there, says
Coles, “we instilled not just a revenue focus with the hotel teams, but
an income focus. Once revenue was
coming in, we had a very conscientious [aim] to turn it into profit.”
That meant being thoughtful about
scheduling labour, energy consumption, leveraging the most efficient
food-and-beverage opportunities —
such as promoting banquets over the
more labour-intensive individual service situations — and encouraging
spending in other profitable on-site
departments (including spa and golf
services). The Fairmont Banff
Springs delivered 92,000 group-room
nights last year — the most the
hotel has ever experienced.

OXFORD’S NEXT MOVE

Looking to the future, Hutcheson says
his company’s existing properties are
long-term holds. The temptation to
starve these slow bloomers for capital
notwithstanding, he says Oxford is
committed to continued reinvestment,
“as prudent owners should.” He acknowledges achieving the balance is “a
little bit art and a little bit science.” He
would rather err on the side of overrather than under-investing. “We feel
over time these are some of the greatest hotel assets on the continent and,
arguably, the world,” he says.
Whether the plan includes the development of a hyped-up casino on
Toronto’s Front Street remains to be
seen. Last fall, Oxford put forward an
ambitious and exciting $3-billion proposal to develop a ribbon of downtown
real estate next to the Rogers Centre
— potentially seven-million sq. ft. The
plan would include retail, a hotel, an
expanded convention centre, and, possibly, a casino. The casino would make
up less than 10 per cent of the project,
and would be funded, built and operated by the casino operator selected by
the provincial government.
The casino remains up in the air, as
the City of Toronto hotly debates its
merits. “If they choose not to have a
casino, let’s move on with life,”
Hutcheson told the Toronto Region
Board of Trade in the spring. “It would
make all of our lives a lot easier,
frankly. There’s a lot of unsavoury behaviour that goes on here, and I hope
you won’t see any of that from us. If
this doesn’t happen, we’ll be OK.”
“We’re an organization that’s growing by $2 to $5 billion a year in terms
of net growth in a global context.
There are certain markets in which it
makes sense to buy hotels cheap;
there are certain times in the market
when you want to sell hotels; and
there are certain times when you
want to develop hotels,” Hutcheson
informs. “It’s hard to pinpoint which
day and which city applies to each of
those strategies, but we’ll be nimble
as we look to the future. And [hotels]
will be very much part of the organization’s go-forward strategy for the
long term.” ◆
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INVESTMENT ROUNDTABLE

Hospitality

HUDDLE
Hotelier magazine and Starwood Hotels and Resorts
host the third-annual Investment Roundtable
INTERVIEW BY ROSANNA CAIRA

Rosanna Caira: The last few years have been tumultuous for the hotel
industry, but the market seems to be moving in the right direction. Do
you agree?
Alam Pirani: Looking at the first quarter for 2013, we’re off to

THE PANEL:
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(clockwise, from top left): Brenda James,
sales and marketing manager, Hotelier;
Anil Taneja, director, Palm Holdings;
Stephen Giblin, president and CEO,
SilverBirch Hotels & Resorts; Jackie
Sloat-Spencer, assistant editor, Hotelier;
Scott T. Duff, senior director,
Development, Canada and Alaska, Starwood Hotels & Resorts; Brian Flood, VP,
CBRE Hotels; Anthony Cohen, EVP,
Business Development-Canada, Crescent
Hotels & Resorts and president and CEO,
Global Edge Investments; Paige Francis,
VP, Specialty Select Brands, Starwood
Hotels & Resorts; Rosanna Caira, editor
and publisher, Hotelier; Edward
Khediguian, SVP, Franchise
Finance-Canada, GE Capital; Alam
Pirani, executive managing director,
Colliers International Hotels.

a good start. Today, investment is more sustainable. It isn’t
just about putting capital out, which is what drove a lot of
activity in 2007.
Brian Flood: Last year was slightly above average [compared
to] the past 20 years; it was similar to 2011 in terms of the
number of transactions and pricing. One interesting trend
we saw in 2012 was the entry of non-hotel buyers into the
market; almost 40 per cent of the trade volume involved
non-hotel buyers. Hotels benefited greatly from the strength
in the real-estate market, and the market pushed values of
well-located assets above and beyond what they were worth
as operating hotels.
Stephen Giblin: We had a RevPAR growth of over six per cent
last year in our portfolio. We were lucky, because we had a
lot of Alberta-based assets. Everybody thinks they are going
to see five to nine per cent RevPAR growth over the next
two to three years. Canada is always unique. The great
thing about Canada is that it’s consistent, and the last couple of years were very stable — it didn’t have the drops that
the U.S. and others had. So, we see U.S. markets on fire,
such as New York and San Francisco seeing 10 or 12 per
cent, double-digit RevPAR growth, [but] we are not going
to see that in Canada. In Canada, there is going to be good
market recovery, but there is still uncertainty.
Scott T. Duff: [Last year] was our best year since 2007 in terms of
the number of deals signed on a macro level; globally, we had
over 130. We opened 70 hotels last year, and, speaking of
21

RevPAR growth, we are just over five per cent in North
America. In 2013, we will be even better. We are on track
to open between six to eight hotels in Canada, which
[will account for] about a 10-per-cent growth in footprint
here; that’s almost 10 per cent of our global hotels opening in 2013.
Paige Francis: We see continued demand for Starwood’s selectservice brands — the Aloft, Element and Four Points. We expect those three brands will account for 45 per cent of our
hotel openings globally, this year. We see a lot of growth both
in North America, in Canada as well as in emerging
economies in India and China and also in new growth markets. Four Points is performing extraordinarily well. It’s our
lead pipeline for the company right now, and we opened 21
hotels last year, and we will open 21 this year — four of which
are in Canada. We opened seven Aloft hotels last year, and we
are opening 19 this year. We see tremendous growth across
those segments for these three brands. We will open our first
Element in Vaughan, Ont., this summer. We are currently at
10 hotels, but we will open four in the next 12 months.
[THE NEW NORMAL]
RC: This was supposed to be the year the industry got back on
track after the recession. Now, 2014 is being touted as the big year.
22
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What do you think?
SG: I don’t think there’s any banner year coming in Canada

— our industry is under-demolished. There’s a lot of product that is really sad, and it’s going to take a lot of recovery
for those owners to make enough money to re-invest in
their product. If they don’t, they’ll continue to lose share,
and new product will come in and take over the market.
In my own portfolio, we demolished four hotels — in
downtown Halifax, downtown Vancouver, St John’s [N.L.]
and Edmonton, and we’ve repurposed the real estate. In
Halifax, we took an old motel downtown, demolished it
and put up twin-tower hotels, conference centre, retail,
and, with [Toronto’s] Great-West Life [Realty Advisors],
put up an apartment building and a restaurant.
Anthony Cohen: A new foundation has been set. When we
talk about this will be the year, what people forget is
there’s no real new demand-generators. We always say
within our portfolio, ‘don’t expect new demands, steal
from the competition.’ And, that’s really all you’re doing
by taking a few rooms here and there. We’re cautiously optimistic, but we don’t rest on our laurels.
[CONVERSIONS]
RC: There seems to be a conversions trend. What areas of the country
hoteliermagazine.com
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is this trend strongest?
AP: Regina and Saskatoon are mar-

kets that historically people didn’t
pay attention to. With the older
product that’s there, there is going to
be an opportunity for those markets
to see select-service types of product
getting built. We’re already seeing
that. Winnipeg is another very strong
market. Historically there hasn’t been
a lot of transaction activity, but, in
those markets today, there’s a
tremendous amount of capital that’s
going in, because they haven’t seen
the ebb and flow that major markets
see through the downturn. People
want to go into markets where
there’s stability.
BF: Western Canada will continue to
attract the most investments, so I
think [growth will] predominantly
[be in] resource-based markets. In
Ontario, good examples of that
would be Timmins, Sudbury, Thunder Bay and portions of Alberta and
Saskatchewan. The Calgary airport is
probably seeing more development
activity than any market in the country. Eastern Canada — depending on
the market — has good prospects
based on the ship-building contracts.
SD: We’ve had a lot more of our
growth focused on conversions over
the last few years, and even with
brands like Aloft, a few years ago,
that was not up for discussion. We
have one opening in Calgary in
May; we’ve done adaptive re-uses in
office buildings or warehouses. The
customer is up for that — it allows
you opportunities that you wouldn’t
have had before. New construction
dropped off dramatically over the
last few years, particularly in the
U.S., and that gives you a chance to
get into markets that otherwise you
could not make sense out of the
building, and that’s driving a lot of
growth for us these days.
Anil Taneja: What excites us is a lot of
these brands are coming from the
U.S. and driven by the U.S., and in
the U.S. new builds are few and far
between. Brands are opening conversions in comparison to 2006 and
2007 when they were less flexible.
Four Points is doing conversions,

opening to an Aloft, Courtyard,
Townplace [Suites] — a lot of strong
brands are now opening and saying
‘guys, let’s convert.’ We see limitedservice and mid-service really growing.
[SELECT SERVICE VS. FOCUS SERVICE]
RC: Is select-service the hottest segment
these days?
SG: We are transitioning our compa-

ny from a full-service operation
[with] 20 full-service hotels to what
will soon be 40 focus-service hotels.
We are building a Hampton in Halifax and a Homewood, side-by-side,
and, in that complex, we’ll have a
restaurant such as an Earls or a Keg.
If you’re an individual business traveller coming in and you want your
points, and you want a clean fresh
room with a view of downtown and
free Wi-Fi, and an ease to get in and
out, you can stay in our hotels when
they’re finished, have a great workout in a beautiful health club, and
then eat your dinner over at the
restaurant of your choice. People
want that experience.
RC: Are the terms focus-service and selectservice interchangeable?
SG: ‘Select’ is too limiting. I think

‘focus’ is much more.
RC: How would you define focus-service?
SG: Giving the customer what they

want.
AP: When you look at the [Greater
Toronto Area], and have these select-serve hotels open, who suffers?
It’s the older brands that haven’t
seen a lot of money, the full-service
hotels. It [shows] the demand for select-service. That’s what customers
want. They don’t necessarily want to
have that full-service experience,
but they want a fresh room, a fun
place to go. You see why people are
investing in that, because the returns are there.
RC: How important is lifestyle to a focusservice hotel?
PF: It’s really important. We have

nine brands in the portfolio, but
what we’ve done is we’ve created
personalities around the brands,
hoteliermagazine.com

lifestyle brands, knowing that people travel for different
reasons. We’re not catering to that demographic as much
as we are catering to that psychographic, that lifestyle and
that experience that one’s seeking. We’ve created these
brands where, yes, fast and free Wi-Fi is your price of
entry, a great bed, a great shower and free water is expected…. We have the Four Points, Aloft and Element, three
very distinct brands, all competing in the same segment
but offering different things to different travellers.
[TECHNOLOGY]
RC: How important is design and technology, generally, and to these
types of brands specifically?
AC: You have to have good design, interesting and unique

PF: We launched the SPG “super-app” last year; it’s our
evolved version, and the app knows if you’re about to
check in, if you’re in the hotel, and it gives you the information you need that’s relevant to your stay, such as directions back to the hotel, in the local language, too. How
many times have you sat in a cab and you can’t speak the
language? Now you can show it from your smartphone.
[RATES]
RC: Are your room rates rising to correspond with the increased products and services you’re providing?
SG: Rates have to go up. When you look across Canada at

cities like Vancouver, and go online now and try to book a
room in Chicago, San Francisco, New York, you’ll be
lucky to find something on a busy night under $400. But,
go to Toronto, and you see $200. It’s just stunning to me
that Toronto isn’t a $400, $500 town. It’s a world-class
city. We’ve always underpriced it, and Vancouver is the
same way, with rates under $200. So it has to go up, but
the customer experience has to go up as well.
BF: If you look at RevPAR in downtown Toronto in 2000,
it’s exactly the same as 2012. But, with new product coming into the market, some old obsolete product coming
out of the market — like the old Four Seasons or the Sutton Place — and new hotel product coming in — like the
Delta, and the Royal York undergoing a $150-million renovation — all those things bode well for the ability to
raise rates in the future.
AC: Toronto is a great example in that rates are absolutely

design. By the same token that doesn’t drive everything.
On the management side, we like to say we are ‘brand agnostic.’ And, what we look at is whatever brand or, if it’s
independent, whatever’s going to get the most bang for
your buck in returns. It’s got to be an interesting and
unique design…. [Recently] in a couple of our hotels [we
launched] a mobile and electronic portal that allows the
hotel and the guest to communicate before, during and
after the stay. So, if you’re out at a meeting, and you forgot
that you had your “do-not-disturb” [sign] on, but you want
your room cleaned, you can just send a note.
SD: [Guests] want an experience; they don’t necessarily
want to go backward from what they have at home. It’s a
massive issue these days, and you’re seeing more and more
brands gravitating in that direction. The benefit is we
don’t have a legacy of old hotels that
we’re dragging along behind us that is
going to take a decade or more to turn
around and get with today’s program.
Rooms: 536,800
Frankly, by the time you’ve done that,
things have changed again. We can
Properties: 6,600
really set the tone of ‘this is what people want today, and this is what we’re
Years: 70
building today’ as opposed to ‘40 per
cent of our portfolio is renovated to
*
Countries: 30+
the new standard.’
SG: The tech experience is critical. I was
Potential: Unlimited
in a very high-end hotel recently where
even the transition between changing
channels was taking so long. Some of
the hotels I’m looking at for acquisitions
are selling TVs that are four-feet deep
on the inside. But it’s deeper and broader than that; it’s not just streaming WiFi, but mobile apps, too. We’re piloting
[products] where people can reserve a
table when they’re walking down the
905.206.7316 • ChoiceHotelsFranchise.ca
street. They want an ad-hoc meeting,
and they used to go to Starbucks, but
we’ve got an empty lobby all day. Why
can’t they just hit a mobile app and say
to our hotel, ‘reserve a table, have coffee
*Source: Internal data as of 12/31/11. Data reflects open and under
ready, we’re prepping before our pitch.’
development properties worldwide.
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not where they should be, next to comparable cities in
North America and around the world. To a certain extent,
people also talk about the negative impact of having four or
five new five-star hotels. I look at the positive side and say:
‘they should be setting the rate.’ There’s really no true fivestar product, arguably, outside of the Hazelton that was setting the rate high and allowing the other four- and three-star
hotels to follow. If you look at comparable cities around the
world — whether it’s New York, London, San Francisco,
Chicago, Miami — they all had that five-star product.
RC: What’s the most important factor to consider when choosing a
brand to develop?
SG: We want a brand that we see going deep into the fu-

ture. We invest heavily into our product. We only build a
concrete, steel-frame product. We build the top-of-themarket within the segment, so we’re looking for brands
that are going to last.
AT: The thing that we look at most is the distribution potential of the brand in our 100-mile radius. The distribution is what’s creating loyalty and distinguishing the product to the customer. So, that’s our key driver — the brand
has to have future distribution or existing distribution for
it to be a brand.
[FINANCIALS]
RC: Ed, do you expect cap rates to stay the same? Where do you see

the financial world in the next 12 months?
Edward Khediguian: Cap rates are being compressed. You saw

it over last year, and it will continue. The indexes are very
low, the government of Canada bonds are low, that’s compressed yields against investments, so money is flowing
into assets and real estate and that’s brought down cap
rates. We’ll see a lot more of that in the hotel sector.
There’s going to be a lot more non-traditional buyers,
other real estate. The REIT sector is really blowing up in
Canada on the non-hotel front. I’m not saying the REITs
are going to be buyers of hotels, but we will see the flow
out of buyers and investors that compete against the
REITs in the traditional asset classes, into hotels. So cap
rates will come down, spreads are down, indexes are down.
RC: How easy is it to get funding these days?
EK: There’s been a lot less construction financing since the

tail-end of ’07 or ’08, but that’s slowly coming back, because of the existing stabilized refinance money or acquisition money existing in cash-flow deals — the yield against
that has come down quite hard over the last year. Values
are coming down, cap rates are coming down, people are
getting into construction, and there’s a time gap, or a gap
of when you start a project and when it hits the market,
and often there’s a disconnect; it’s a question of surviving
through that cycle.
AC: On the financing side, there is money available, [with]
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the right team in place. You have to have the right sponsorship, management, brand, and without all those coming
together in the right way, financing becomes more and
more difficult.
BF: Just a comment on financing — notwithstanding the increased availability of financing — the underwriting is very
vigorous and much more so than we saw in the previous
cycle, so future lenders are really drilled down and stress the
operation to make sure it will support the financing.
[WORLD ECONOMY]
RC: How does the situation in Europe affect us in Canada and North
America specifically?
EK: I don’t think it affects it directly, necessarily, but there’s

general skittishness here throughout. If you talk to a risk
officer in any financial institution, they are concerned
about what’s going on in general, but they are not very
specific about their concern.
AP: We still haven’t seen any significant capital coming
to Canada. If you look at the last few years, in 2011
there were only two transactions out of the 99 or 100
deals that were sold with U.S. investors. Last year, [there
were] 116 transactions, and only one [with an U.S. investor]. No other foreign capital is coming in. And, I’m
not talking about the Asian money that’s here, that locally has always been here investing; I’m talking about
new capital flow.

[THE FUTURE]
RC: What do you think the future holds?
SG: We’re big believers that there’s going to be good

growth in Canada for the next five to seven years. We
have $300 million of projects in the ground today; we anticipate putting $600 million or more into the ground over
the next two to three years, so we’ll be close to $1 billion
invested in capital building out hotels and infrastructure
in Canada. It’s going to be a Darwinian feeding-frenzy
among hotel operators, because I don’t think there’s going
to be strong barriers to entry, because there’s multiple
brand opportunities and land available. It’s going to be a
very aggressive environment, and if you’re not ready to
play that game, and you’re an investor in one or two hotels, you’ve got the potential to lose everything.
SD: Change over the next few years is — as it often has been,
especially for the good — incremental. The industry continues to really consolidate from an ownership point of view of
hotels, and the sophistication goes up. The barriers to entry
are relatively high in that the brands are very selective.
AT: I’m a big believer in 2014, and I think 2015 is going to
be even better with the Pan Am Games coming and the
infrastructure that we’re building in Ontario for that. I see
a lot more individual trades with new entries to the marketplace, more portfolio trades. If people are looking for
security, Canada’s a great place to invest, but don’t expect
any big jumps. ◆

TRANSACTIONS

REAL-ESTATE
RENAISSANCE
A look at the ups and downs of 2012 • BY COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL HOTELS

T

he hotel transaction market continued its strong momentum in 2012 with $1.2 billion in sales registered
for the year. This surpassed 2011’s $1.1 billion in deal
volume and replaced 2011 as the fifth-strongest year since
Colliers began recording transaction data in 1985. Sales of
lodging properties across Canada marked a third year of
growth, nearly tripling in total dollar terms since the full
effects of the last downturn. Summary highlights include:
• There were 116 transactions reported for the year, up 17
per cent from the 99 trades in 2011. Total deal volume
also increased year-over-year, up six per cent from 2011
and 64 per cent from 2010.
• Sales of lodging properties across Canada marked a
third year of growth, nearly tripling in total dollar terms
since the full effects of the last downturn.
• Pricing per room for the year averaged $83,600, about
23 per cent below last year’s average. This was weighed
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down by smaller average deal sizes, which registered
$10.2 million, compared to $11.2 million in 2011.
Furthermore, the market is expected to surpass this performance in 2013 as evidenced by deal flow in the first
quarter of the year outperforming results from the same
period in 2012.
TRANSACTION ACTIVITY BY LOCATION

Hotel trading activity was nearly split evenly between the
East (51 per cent) and West (49 per cent) in 2012. The
disparity, however, was on the average price per room,
with the West 28-per-cent higher than the national average, bolstered by results in Alberta, reflecting the strength
in many of the province’s oil and gas markets. While
Saskatoon ended the year with the highest price-per-room
metric across the country, trading volume was thin and
represented just three per cent of the overall results. The
MAY 2013 HOTELIER
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TRANSACTION VOLUME BY REGION
Number of Hotels
50
30
12
2
6

Number of Rooms
5,235
3,481
1,113
285
356

$ Volume
$573,134,000
$391,257,400
$126,752,000
$38,550,000
$16,575,000

% Volume
49%
33%
11%
3%
1%

$/Room
$106,900
$112,200
$96,800
$135,300
$37,200

East
Ontario
Quebec
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia

66
50
13
2
1

6,895
4,803
1,674
293
125

$605,092,000
$460,407,000
$135,760,000
$1,025,000
$7,900,000

51%
39%
12%
0%
1%

$62,600
$60,700
$71,600
$17,400
$63,200

Total
Source: Colliers International Hotels

116

12,130

$1,178,230,000

100%

$83,600

West
Alberta
British Columbia
Saskatchewan
Manitoba

East (measured as provinces east of Manitoba) ended 25
per cent below the national average.
On a provincial level, Ontario led the pack in terms of
volume and number of trades ($460 million, 50 trades)
followed by Alberta ($391 million, 30) and Quebec ($135
million, 13). On a local level, Toronto marked the highest
deal volume ($289 million) per city, followed by Edmonton ($121 million), Montreal ($112 million) and Calgary
($80 million). Other cities that made their mark on the
hotel investment map in 2012 included Vancouver ($61
million), Fort McMurray, Alta., and Grande Prairie, Alta.
($56 million each), Victoria ($48 million) and Saskatoon
($37 million).
WHO’S BUYING AND SELLING?

Real Estate Companies (RECs) were the most significant
buyer group in 2012 at 43 per cent of total volume, growing from an eight-per-cent share in the year prior. However, acquisitions by RECs were largely motivated by conversion opportunities tied to the hot residential high-rise
market in major urban markets, particularly Toronto. The
bulk of these transactions occurred in the first half of the

year and has slowed substantially ever since, as activity in
the residential sector has moderated.
• Hotel Investment Companies (HICs) were net-sellers,
representing 43 per cent of sell-side activity, reversing
the course from 2011 when they were the dominant
buyer group with 45 per cent of volume. HICs were the
second-lowest buyer group in 2012, ending with a 10per-cent share — opportunities that would have otherwise been typically acquired by HICs were purchased
by RECs.
• REITs/C-Corps emerged as an active buyer group at 16
per cent of volume for 2012 (three per cent in 2011),
their busiest year since 2007. This effort was led by
Temple Hotels Inc., which purchased seven assets —
the single-largest purchaser of hotel real estate for the
year with $160 million in volume. REITs/C-Corps were
active sellers as well, representing 17 per cent of the
transactions sold (nine per cent in 2011), although
these dispositions were from InnVest REIT, Holloway
Lodging Inc. and Royal Host Inc.
• Private investors were the second-largest buyer group, at
29 per cent, the same share as the year prior. This group
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represented the lowest average price per room — $69,000
per room — of all buyer groups as their average deal size
was generally low and segmented in the limited-service
category. Still, private investors purchased 71 of 116
trades last year, by far the most active group by the num-

ber of properties sold.
• Selling by cross-border companies represented 24 per
cent of volume (40 per cent in 2011). These sales were
generally the most significant deals of the year and averaged $46 million. On the buy side, the 160-room
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Banff International Hotel was the only sale to a crossborder ownership group, continuing the trend from last
year when there were only two transactions to nonCanadian groups.
• Lender-driven sales corresponded to four per cent of the
overall transaction market. Distressed hotel property sales
peaked in 2010 at 12 per cent of volume and have since
moderated as lender-driven asset sales have largely worked
their way through to resolution.
• Sales in the focused-service category grew as key buyer
groups aggressively chased this asset class in secondary
markets. Approximately 60 per cent of these sales occurred in Western Canada.
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WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY

Looking at where we are in the cycle, to shed some light
on the industry’s outlook, we compared the previous
growth period to the current cycle, which we define as
2005 to 2007 and 2011 to 2013 (F).
When looking at overall real-estate metrics and the
more diverse buyer/seller composition that has transpired
in recent years, it’s evident we are in a period of sustainable growth that should carry the market through the next
few years. The relative strength of the Canadian economy
and the renaissance in other commercial real-estate sectors, such as the office and retail markets, have created
new dynamics among hotel investors.
Focusing on the traditional portion of the market, and
removing strategic acquisitions, we’re able to better compare the ebb and flow of the natural market given the
omission of one-time deals that were inked for strategic
reasons. Taking a look at traditional volume between the
two periods, the three years between 2005 and 2007 averaged approximately $920 million per year, with a peak in
2006 of $1.09 billion. In the recent period, 2012 ended as
the new peak year on record, up six per cent from the previous market high. The pace and scale of transaction flows
in 2012 clearly demonstrated a healthy market, which we
believe will carry through in 2013 and beyond, supported
by a plethora of “stars-aligned” conditions — from rockbottom borrowing rates, robust employment markets and
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TRADITIONAL GROWTH PERIODS BY COMPARISON

the country’s beneficial exposure to key commodities,
which are well demanded worldwide. This presents a great
window of opportunity for investors looking to enter and
exit the market.
We base our forecast of sustained growth on three fundamental factors currently in play:

• With real estate being a high priority for many investors, we expect more non-traditional players to enter
the hotel investment market over the next few years
given the compression in yields occurring in other investment spaces.
• The significant commercial real-estate transformation
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“

THE LAST UP-CYCLE (2006/2007) SAW MORE OF A “FRENZIED” APPROACH
WITH TOO MUCH CAPITAL AGGRESSIVELY COMPETING FOR DEALS; THE CURRENT
CYCLE IS SEEING RATIONAL BUYERS UNDERWRITING TRANSACTIONS
USING SOLID INVESTMENT DECISION-MAKING TOOLS

seen across Canada has changed the overall landscape
for the better. From the massive restructuring in the retail industry to hot office markets that are outperforming with record-low vacancies and a good stock of new
developments in the pipeline.
• The market of buyers and sellers is more rational and balanced than the previous peak cycle. Whereas the last upcycle (2006/2007) saw more of a “frenzied” approach with
too much capital aggressively competing for deals; the
current cycle is seeing rational buyers underwriting trans-

”

actions using solid investment decision-making tools.
The 2013 Canadian Hotel Investment Report is online
at colliershotels.com. It includes 2012 quarter-by-quarter
activity and market segment breakdown as well as timely
information on cap rates, the financing market, new supply and the economic and operating environment. The report also contains the Colliers Hotel Value Index, which
monitors the annual rate of change in hotel values on a
year-over-year basis and a full listing of transactions that
occurred across the nation in 2012. ◆
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READY, SET, GROW
The Canadian hotel investment market is on pace for another
record year • BY CBRE HOTELS CANADA

M

any factors continue to align and support hotel investment activity in Canada. Sustainable operating
performance, the low cost of capital, relatively
steady markets and an abundance of available product are
key factors laying the foundation for another active year
within Canada’s hotel investment market. Year-end investment volume is likely to match or exceed the $1.1 billion
in transactions in 2012, as Q1 deal volume was on par with
the start of last year. There continues to be a range of listings across the country, from small limited-service hotels in
secondary and tertiary markets to major urban assets,
which appeal to a diverse group of pre-existing buyers as
well as new entrants looking for meaningful opportunities
to enter Canada.
Preliminary estimates peg Q1 2013 Canadian hoteltransaction volume at more than $380 million, up from
the prior three quarters, in line with the $384.4 million
reported in Q1 2012. The highest-priced trade in 2012
was the 380-room Four Seasons Hotel Toronto, which was
acquired by Camrost/Felcorp for $142.5 million ($375,000
per room or $2 per sq. ft.) and is now being converted to
residential condominiums. This transaction initiated a
trend in which developers and real-estate companies accounted for a larger portion of investment activity, topping 41 per cent of total hotel transaction volume in
hoteliermagazine.com

2012. This buyer group was able to underwrite unrealized
value for hotels that had become non-core or obsolete as a
result of time, changing market conditions or due to physical or location constraints. Properties that provided
strategic opportunities were also targeted. It was a defining
year for developers as they purchased underperforming
hotel assets with untapped potential as residential, retail,
private school, student/seniors/retirement residences and
other commercial uses.
Non-traditional hotel buyers continue to be active, as
evidenced by the sale of the 127-room Battery Hotel &
Conference Centre in St. John’s, N.L., to Memorial University in March 2013. Although it occupies one of the
city’s most scenic downtown locations on Signal Hill, the
hotel required substantial capital. The property, which includes two restaurants, meeting rooms and office space,
also provided much needed room for a prominent university nearby. With a purchase price of $9.5 million, and
plans for the university to spend up to $16.2 million on
renovations, the property will be transformed into a graduate residence as well as university offices and public engagement space. As institutional owners and larger hotel
investment companies continue to strategize long-term
plans for their portfolios, and pare down non-core assets,
it’s anticipated more product will come to market that will
MAY 2013 HOTELIER
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ALTERNATE-USE HOTEL TRADES – 2012/2013
Hotel
Residential
Clarion Hotel Suites Selby - Toronto
Comfort Inn Vancouver Airport - Richmond, B.C.
Four Points Toronto Lakeshore - Toronto
Four Seasons Hotel Toronto - Toronto
Grand Plaza Hotel Centre-Ville - Montreal
Hôtel de la Montagne - Montreal
Sutton Place Hotel Toronto - Toronto
Retirement/Seniors Residence
Queen Victoria Hotel - Victoria
Ramada Hotel on Kingsway - Vancouver
Rental Apartments
5 Calgary Downtown Suites - Calgary
Student Residence
Best Western Royal Brock Hotel - Guelph, Ont.
Office/Student Residence
Battery Hotel & Conference Centre – St. John’s, N.L.
Private School
Sam Jakes Inn - Merrickville, Ont.
Retail
Travelodge Macleod Trail - Calgary
Source: CBRE Hotels Canada
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be value-enhanced through alternate-use considerations.
Lead sellers in 2012 included
Kingdom Hotels, Holloway Lodging
REIT (now Holloway Lodging Corporation), Sutton Place Grande
Limited, Dolemo Development
Corporation and SilverBirch Hotels
& Resorts. The most active buyers
included Temple REIT, Camrost/
Felcorp, Kingsett Capital, Lanterra
Developments and Pomeroy Group.
The top-five sellers by volume only
represented 34.9 per cent or $373.8
million of total volume, while the
top-five buyers spent 43.5 per cent
or $466.8 million. Although a number of portfolios were marketed in
2012, the only one that sold was the
combined $50.9-million acquisition
by Pomeroy Group of the Grande
Prairie Inn, Stonebridge Hotel
Grand Prairie and Stonebridge
Hotel Fort St. John.
While only five portfolio deals
have occurred since 2011, the transactions do provide an attractive way
for the right buyer to grow its presence when brand and/or location
synergies can be capitalized. Noteworthy in 2013 was the acquisition
by Temple Hotels Inc. of the Cen-

Rms

Price

82
129
154
380
371
142
454

$16.1M
$15.0M
$25.7M
$142.5M
$26.9M
$39.0M
$57.0M

146
122

$22.0M
$15.5M

302

$56.6M

104

$7.5M

127

$9.5M

33

$1.8M

254

$11.0M

tennial Nova Scotia Hotels portfolio
from Centennial Hotels Limited, the
original developer/operator of the
hotels. Representing the secondhighest-priced portfolio in terms of
overall transaction value in the past
three years, the transaction included
the 203-room Prince George Hotel
in Halifax, the 200-room Cambridge
Suites Halifax and the 146-room
Cambridge Suites Sydney, in N.S.,
traded for an aggregate price of
$87.25 million. The deal provided
Temple entry into Atlantic Canada
with immediate scale, furthering
their objective for coast-to-coast
coverage.
Private Canadian and off-shore
capital have been involved in the
largest single-asset deals to date in
2013 with the trade of the 428-room
Metropolitan Toronto in January for
$39.7 million ($92,800 per room)
and the 600-room Hilton Toronto in
February for $140 million ($233,000
per room). Both deals allowed the
buyers to gain a significant foothold
within the city core, but both were
quite different offerings as the Hilton
sold encumbered with brand, while
the Metropolitan will undergo a renovation program and be branded as a
hoteliermagazine.com

DoubleTree by Hilton.
With current market steadiness, Canadian hotel investment is showing no signs of slowing in 2013; however, we
do see the market providing a somewhat tenuous window
of opportunity, with change expected over the long term.
Starting in Q3 2012, there was a shift in the balance of
committed sellers to engaged buyers, although highly disciplined pricing and underwriting on both sides avoided
this from becoming a full-fledged buyer’s market. While
fewer buyers are generally participating in bid processes,
the active participants are highly qualified.
There are also a number of active opportunistic buyers
aggressively pursuing product in strong locations with
identifiable value through capital investment and/or repositioning. For example, with Saskatoon poised to be one of
the top three growth markets in terms of GDP during the
next three to four years, Temple Hotels’ (Temple REIT at
the time of the sale) acquisition of the 250-room Saskatoon Inn in November 2012, for $37.2 million with an estimated $10 million capital needed, facilitated the buyer’s
desire to be within this target. We anticipate more hotel
investment companies and institutions will be strategically assessing not only the market they wish to be in but
also the profile of the asset that will best align to their
corporate strategy and objectives.
The one exception has been suburban Toronto, which
has seen upwards of 16 hotels come to market in the past

TOP-FIVE CANADIAN HOTEL SELLERS BY VOLUME 2012
Seller
Kingdom Hotels
Holloway Lodging REIT
Sutton Place Grande Limited
Dolemo Developments
SilverBirch Hotels & Resorts
Total Volume
Source: CBRE Hotels Canada

Seller Type
Hotel Investment Company
REIT
Hotel Investment Company
Private Investor
Hotel Investment Company

Volume
$142.5M
$86.2M
$57.0M
$50.9M
$37.2M
$373.8M

TOP-FIVE CANADIAN HOTEL BUYERS BY VOLUME 2012
Buyer
Temple REIT
Camrost/Felcorp
Lanterra Developments
KingSett Capital
Pomeroy Group
Total Volume
Source: CBRE Hotels Canada

Buyer Type
REIT
Developer
Developer
Developer
Hotel Investment Company

Volume
$159.8M
$142.5M
$57.0M
$56.6M
$50.9M
$466.8M

18 months. Buyer focus has become fragmented as options are weighed, which has compressed pricing. There
have also been a number of instances in which asset disposition marketing programs have been prolonged, particularly for assets encumbered by brand, management, a
union and/or land lease or with significant capital needs.
Also contributing to extended timelines is brand availability within a given market, realistic pricing expecta-

TOP-FIVE CANADIAN PORTFOLIO DEALS 2011-2013 BY VOLUME
Seller
Sutton Place
Grande Limited
Centennial Hotels

Concord Hospitality

Dolemo Development Corporation

Marathon Real Estate

Buyer
Northland Properties
Corporation
Temple Hotels Inc.

have narrowed and there will be
more competition from lenders
in 2013, which will ultimately
benefit borrowers.
2013
$87.3M
The good news is we continue
to see very little distress in the
market and owners have, for the
2011
$71.1M
most part, been able to stay the
course during disposition
processes. Average per-room
pricing for Q1 2013 has been reported at approximately $120,2012
$50.9M
000, down from Q1 2012. From
2011 to 2012, per-room pricing
had remained relatively stable,
2011
$39.0M
at $107,000 in 2011 and
$100,000 in 2012. Cap rates
were also stable during this period, although we feel these may
start to creep up in some markets and value growth will come from overall economic
improvements and cogent strategies for income enhancement through capital investment and asset repositioning.
It’s expected that 2013 will be one of the most active
transaction years on record, as a result of a wide array of
hotel and resort assets on the market, a diverse representation of buyer equity and highly attractive debt financing. ◆

Properties
Sutton Place Hotel Vancouver
Sutton Place Hotel Edmonton
Cambridge Suites Hotel Sydney
Cambridge Suites Hotel Halifax
Prince George Hotel
Genesis Hospitality
Courtyard Mississauga
Airport Corporate Centre
Residence Inn Mississauga
Airport Corporate Centre
Residence Inn Vaughan
Courtyard Hamilton
Pomeroy Group Stonebridge Hotel Fort St. John
Stonebridge Hotel Grande Prairie
Grande Prairie Inn
Urgo Hotels
Courtyard by Marriott
Montreal Airport
Residence Inn Montreal Airport

Source: CBRE Hotels Canada

tions that account for property conditions as well as market
fundamentals.
There is far more liquidity in the mortgage markets now
than we’ve seen since 2007, up and down the capital stack
and from all the major providers of debt capital to our industry. There is plenty of senior, mezzanine, bridge and preferred equity and construction-loan money available. Yields

Year
2011

Volume
$197.5M
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WE KNOW

CANADA
Colliers International Hotels has proudly served as advisor in over 50 hotel dispositions
and debt placements in the past 36 months on behalf of a wide variety of private, public and
institutional clients. A selection of our recent national experience includes:

5 NATIONAL DISPOSITIONS
CANADIAN MARRIOTTBRANDED PROPERTIES
672 rooms, throughout the
Greater Toronto Area, Hamilton
and Edmonton on behalf of
US-based
S-based institutional
instit
clients.

7 NATIONAL

DISPOSITIONS
TRAVELODGE, COMFORT &
QUALITY INN

1,071 rooms, throughout Canada
on behalf of InnVest REIT to a
variety of capital sources.

10 NATIONAL DISPOSITIONS

INVESTMENT SALE
RESIDENCE INN DOWNTOWN
MONTREAL

TRAVELODGE, THIRFTLODGE,
SUPER 8, COUNTRY INN & BEST
WESTERN
897 rooms, throughout Canada
on behalf of Royal Host Inc. to a
variety of private investors.

MONTREAL, QC  190 rooms,
sold on behalf of US-based
Och-Ziff Real Estate to
Groupe Jesta.

ROYAL HOST
INVESTMENT SALE
COAST VANCOUVER AIRPORT

INVESTMENT SALE
DELTA KITCHENER-WATERLOO

INVESTMENT SALE
BEST WESTERN ABERCORN INN

INVESTMENT SALE
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS & SUITES

VANCOUVER, BC  133 rooms,
sold on behalf of a private
partnership to a private investor.

KITCHENER, ON  201 rooms,
sold on behalf of Delta Hotels &
Resorts to Vista Hospitality
Group.

VANCOUVER, BC  99 rooms,
sold on behalf of a private
partnership to an offshore
investor.

ST. JEAN SUR RICHELIEU, QC
 98 rooms, sold on behalf of a
private investor to a local
investment group.

DEBT FINANCING
QUALITY INN LEVIS

INVESTMENT SALE
OPUS HOTEL MONTREAL

INVESTMENT SALE
INN AT THE QUAY

INVESTMENT SALE
BANFF INTERNATIONAL HOTEL

LEVIS, QC  96 rooms on
behalf of a private investor
and financed by BDC.

MONTREAL, QC 136 rooms,
sold on behalf of
PricewaterhouseCoopers to
Tidan Real Estate.

NEW WESTMINSTER, BC
 126 rooms, sold on behalf of
Vancouver-based Narland to
Temple Hotels Inc.

BANFF, AB  160 rooms, sold
on behalf of a private capital
source to US-based Viad Corp.

INVESTMENT SALE
HILTON SUITES WINNIPEG
AIRPORT

DEBT FINANCING
HOTEL PUR

INVESTMENT SALE
DELTA TORONTO EAST

INVESTMENT SALE
HOLIDAY INN POINTE CLAIRE

QUEBEC CITY, QC  238 rooms
on behalf of ARK Investment
Partners and financed by
United Overseas Bank.

TORONTO, ON  371 rooms,
sold on behalf of institutional
investors to Westmont
Hospitality
ospitality Group
Group.

MONTREAL, QC  308 rooms,
sold on behalf of an institutional
partnership to Easton’s
Group of Hotels.

WINNIPEG, MB  160 rooms,
sold on behalf of an institutional
partnership to Fortis Properties.
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FINANCING

MONEY TALKS
With the cost of borrowing still low, hoteliers see great opportunities
for development • BY LAURA PRATT

A

fter a few tumultuous years, hotel financing is back
in a big way, but borrowers ready to take the plunge
should be prepared to navigate mindfully.
With more buyers chasing assets, values are going up
and capitalization rates are going down. There’s more
money chasing the financing of those assets, and more
leverage is being applied to them — putting pressure on
rates. When the rapids subside, hoteliers might see fewer
returns and higher leverages on overvalued assets: in other
words, they might see a bubble.
Over the past years, overall transaction volume in the
Canadian hotel market has been strong. Surprisingly,
2012 saw the highest traditional transaction data ever
posted with $1.2 billion changing hands on hotel trades.
And, with hotel financing having a direct impact on the
liquidity of hotel assets in any given year, those statistics
strongly suggest financing is drawing from the very deep
end of the pool.
More than ever, hotel transactions are characterized by
an emphasis on quality, says Edward Khediguian, SVP,
Franchise Finance, with Montreal-based GE Capital.
hoteliermagazine.com

Quality properties, borrowers, assets and relationships are
now the focus, with lesser buys relegated to the shallow
end. Robin McLuskie, VP, Toronto-based Colliers International Hotels, agrees. “The better the asset, the better cost
and terms you’ll get for a financing opportunity,” she says.
HISTORICAL CONTEXT

This isn’t the first time the industry has enjoyed such excess. Leading up to 2007, there was also a lot of available
money along with a loosening of underwriting toward the
tail end of the cycle. But that scene was rewritten in the
recession that followed, with the dollars not dribbling
back into the market until recently. And, although the
cost of capital has gone down significantly, the levels of
underwriting haven’t loosened the focus on quality, highlevel relationships. It appears the stronger both the relationships and the borrowers are, the more access they
have to an enormous amount of funds.
Still, financing for construction start-ups was tapped out
through the cycle and past the close of 2008. With Loanto-Value equations (LTVs) clocking in at 50 per cent, beMAY 2013 HOTELIER
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cause operating results were more depressed during that
timeframe, lenders were unable to achieve the ratios they
needed and paid cash on a lower-leveraged basis. Some of
the major debt providers, the bulk of which are based in
the U.S., simply disappeared. Today, money is coming
back across the board though, with The Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC) stepping up to provide financing for newly developed and unstable assets in the interim. Traditional hotel transactions have returned to
financing at more conventional 55- to 65-per-cent LTVs.
The explanation for this “revised reality” is simple. Indexes such as Government of Canada bonds have been

pitifully low, so there’s been a lot of capital parked in cash
and low-risk instruments such as treasury bills and GICs,
waiting out the next stage of the investment cycle. But
investors have been getting anxious because their money
isn’t earning them much. The scenario explains the push
toward real assets, such as real estate.
The stock market’s recent state of frothiness, as investors pursue yield, has created momentum for the current flow to businesses, or asset classes, that have real assets behind them. And, in the public sector, it’s really the
REITs that enable the public market to invest in real estate. That means more REITs have formed and more investment money is flowing into them.
“The REIT market in the non-hotel
space has exploded in Canada,” says
Khediguian. But, because there’s a finite number of REITs and margins for
real-estate lending in the traditional
asset classes have diminished in the
last six or eight months, investors that
have typically competed for assets in
those fields have moved into higheryield assets such as hotels. And so,
too, have buyers and financial institutions that can’t make money off traditional real-estate classes.
INDUSTRY WEATHERED STORM

And, why not? While the Canadian
hotel industry certainly took a hit,
along with virtually every other industry over the widespread economic
downturn, it’s fared better than most,
asserts Khediguian. “There have been
very few bankruptcies or stress closures,” he explains. “It’s a relatively
stable market.” So, while the American hotel market contracted by 35 to
40 per cent during the dip, its Canadian counterpart might have suffered a
drop — at the very lowest point — of
only approximately 12 per cent.
Khediguian says the market has
bounced back, thanks in part to the
enormous range of performance variability posted over the cycle and the
new efficiencies mid-market operators
achieved at its nadir. Speaking broadly, the Canadian hotel industry has
demonstrated an impressive survival
instinct.
Among the flurry of transactions
currently underway, most of the financing is taking place in the middle
of the road. Deals valued between $4
and $20 million are getting the most
pickup, with fewer lenders chasing as44
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sets that exceed the $20- to $25-million mark. One segment that may find financing a bit trickier is the resort
sector. “But anything in a market that’s a multi-demand
generator, is branded and has ownership that’s breathing,
has access to capital right now,” Khediguian declares.
THE LENDERS

As for who is behind this capital, the marketplace is ripe
with many mid-market lenders across industry sectors. The
majority of them come from three principal groups: credit
unions, regional banks and private institutions. For the
most part, private lenders lurk on the fringes of real estate
where the more challenging assets or borrowers live largely
off the radar screen. But the likes of RoyNat, governmentsponsored lenders like the BDC, Canadian Western Bank
and ATB are in full flight. The schedule-A banks also
have money to lend, but their arrangements are generally
based on established relationships. This picture has
evolved only recently, when more commercial-backed
mortgage securities, public-equity investors and U.S.-based
groups were sniffing for hotel assets in these parts. Now,
says Colliers’ McLuskie, it’s regional banks and financial
firms such as GE Capital that are gaining traction. In the
last several months, GE Capital signed on to finance —
among a host of private deals — the acquisition of two Alberta properties: the Radisson in Fort McMurray, Alta. and
the Hilton Garden Inn in West Edmonton.

THE FUTURE: INVEST WISELY

“Right now is a really sweet spot,” says McLuskie, whose
Toronto-based real-estate investment advisory firm is involved in “a bunch of hotel-financing projects.” Still, she
advises restraint for both sides of any transaction. “The
hotel industry remains a small, specialized industry, and
it’s traditionally a small wonderpool,” she says. “Even
though it’s strong now, it’s always relatively small. And,
while there are lenders coming back, you’re not seeing a
ton of new lenders. It’s a harder business to understand.”
The trick, says McLuskie, is for lenders to maintain a
conservative underwriting approach and not underwrite
massive increases in performance. She advises potential
owners in Canada to take a lesson from the negative-equity situation in the U.S. when many deals failed, because
lenders forked out more money than the properties were
worth. “It’s about making sure lenders don’t over-project
the next couple of years of performance,” she warns.
Indeed, agrees GE Capital’s Khediguian, who believes no
matter how smooth the waters in the financing pool might
be today, with asset prices escalating and cap rates compressing, lenders are investing with an anticipated return that’s
balanced over a longer period. “You don’t want to talk about
a bubble,” he says, “but that’s always a risk. The whole economy was overvalued in 2007, so it happened. It’s a machine,
after all, and every individual investor has to adjust its underwriting policies to avoid getting caught in that.” ◆
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experiences, while world-class reservation channels
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We see a world of opportunity everywhere we look and
Marriott continues to grow with new hotels and compelling
platforms such as the Autograph Collection®. From gilded
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Autograph Collection hotel is a landmark of individuality. As
members of the Autograph Collection, independent hotels
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well as many other programs and services that help reduce
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company.
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DEVELOPMENT

DOES SIZE MATTER?
Across Canada, in big cities and small towns, hotel developers
are looking to grow their brands • BY CAROL NESHEVICH

T

oronto, Montreal, Calgary, Vancouver — the hustling, bustling downtown cores of Canada’s largest
urban centres sound like good bets for hotel investment. In theory, there are always those who will need bigcity lodging for one reason or another. But, are these large
markets the best locales for hoteliers looking for new development in 2013?
“There’s not much going on in those cities, because
there’s no fundamental reason why you would build additional hotels in those cities. It’s already done,” says
Philippe Gadbois, SVP, Sales and Marketing for Montreal-based Atlific Hotels & Resorts. “The occupancy in
those cities is struggling, and the rates achieved are
nowhere near where they need to be to [turn a profit.]”
Gadbois cites Toronto as an example. Over the last several years, the city has seen an influx of high-end luxury
properties, such as the Ritz-Carlton, The Trump International Hotel & Tower, The Shangri-La, and, more recently, the re-launch of the Four Seasons. Vancouver suffers
hoteliermagazine.com

from the same oversupply as Toronto, says Gadbois. And,
while there is activity in downtown Montreal and Calgary
— with a new Courtyard by Marriott in downtown Montreal and a Renaissance by Marriott opening in Calgary —
he feels large metropolitan areas aren’t ideal areas of focus
for hoteliers.
David Larone, director of Toronto-based PKF Canada,
concedes that Canada’s large urban centres undoubtedly
have a great deal of supply at the moment. But, he believes there’s room for more, as long as hoteliers are smart
about it. “In most of the large urban markets, whether it’s
downtown Toronto or Montreal, Calgary or Vancouver, if
you were to build a 300- or 400-room asset on a one-off
basis, it’s not a big challenge for that market to absorb it
from a demand perspective. The challenge is, can you
make the economics work?” asks Larone. “If you look at
those luxury assets that have just opened in Toronto, people are saying, ‘Look at all the supply that’s coming in,’
but you’re really talking about just 1,000 new rooms over
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three-and-a-half years.” In a large market such as Toronto,
he contends, that’s not really a huge number.
Still, because of the prohibitive costs to build in these
cities, and the relative difficulty to charge higher room
rates in the current economic climate, a hotel project has
to make economic sense to be feasible. “It’s a matter of the
cost to build and the price you can get per room,” says
Larone. At the same time, it’s important to consider the
types of hotels people want to stay at these days. “They’ve
been looking for, and continue to
look for, something that’s about personal experience, design and service,” says Larone, noting boutique
hotels fit this demand well. And,
because “boutique” properties are
often smaller and feature less superfluous space, they tend to be less expensive to construct. “It’s a little
easier to build and to find a piece of
property to allow that development
in an urban core,” says Larone.
“They tend to be some of our
RevPAR leaders in those [large
urban] markets.”
Irwin Prince, president and COO
of Toronto-based Days Inns, Canada,
concurs. He says it’s extremely expensive to build from the ground up
in large cities, especially if you’re not
a luxury brand that can demand rates of $300 or more per
night. “The cost of land makes it almost prohibitive for
an economy-based brand to build new [in such markets].”
But that doesn’t mean Days Inn isn’t looking at major
urban markets. “We are looking at Toronto, Montreal,
Calgary and Vancouver, all in the downtown cores —
but, for conversions,” he says, as opposed to the more expensive new builds.
Like Larone, Prince is confident these cities can absorb
the traffic. In fact, he believes there’s a desire for more
economy-based properties in large urban centres. “If someone wants to be in the heart of a particular city, but doesn’t
have the budget to stay at the Four Seasons, then staying
at a Days Inn or a Days Hotel in the city centre is a perfect opportunity for them to experience the city but spend
their money on the experience as opposed to the hotel
room.” He says Days Inns is “percolating” a few such projects, although the only one he is willing to divulge is a
conversion project in Toronto slated to be branded a Studio 6, one of the brands franchised by Realstar, franchisor
of the Days Inn brand in Canada.
Steve Giblin, president and CEO of Vancouver-based
SilverBirch Hotels and Resorts, sees opportunities in
every Canadian market, big and small. “There is a lot of
aging product throughout Canada. And, in the recession
years, there has been a lack of capital investment in many
existing hotels, so I think there is opportunity everywhere.” SilverBirch is currently focusing on eastern ex-

pansion, to balance the company’s heavier concentration
in the west. “We’ve got four or five projects identified in
Toronto, two or three in Ottawa, and we’re looking for
more sites in the east,” he explains, dismissing the notion
Toronto is oversaturated. “Toronto has a fair number of
new hotels, but it’s also expanding rapidly. It’s one of the
bigger cities in North America,” says Giblin.
And, as he points out, although the smaller markets
with resource-based economies are thriving at the moment, they may cool off one day —
whereas big cities will always draw
travellers. “Vancouver and Toronto
are major cities that will always be
fairly strong because of multiple drivers,” he says.
So, does size really matter? When
it comes to lodging markets outside
of Canada’s large urban centres, it
seems it’s less about the size of the
city and more about the drivers that
lure travellers to those markets.
In the west, cities with resourcebased economies such as Regina or
Saskatoon, Fort McMurray, Alta., or
Edmonton have, in recent years,
been a target for hoteliers who want
to take advantage of the large-volume, business travel to these economically booming locales.
“Saskatoon is a hot market, Edmonton’s a hot market,
Fort McMurray is a hot market,” says Giblin. “But these
markets are mercurial; they go up, and they go down. So
you have to be prepared, and I’d say many people who are
looking at those markets are only looking at the upside.
They haven’t been through a down cycle yet,” says Giblin.
“There’s been great attraction in recent years, but it’s usually a four- or five-year cycle of high demand, and then
you have to get through the lower-demand times.” As
Giblin points out, if there is only one or two resources
(such as oil or potash) responsible for the success of a particular economy, there will likely be times when that
economy dips. “When you don’t have balanced economic
drivers and it’s single-sourced, you have to be prepared for
ups and downs,” he says.
In the east, Halifax and St. John’s, N.L. are hot markets.
“We’re building in Halifax, we’re building in St. John’s;
we see good opportunities in the east,” says Giblin. “Like
many markets in Canada, there are a lot of aging hotels
[in Halifax and St. John’s], and people always like new
properties. It’s under-branded as well — so, for us, with
the Marriott and Hilton brands, there are a lot of good opportunities there.”
PKF’s Larone adds that some of northern Ontario’s resource towns — secondary and tertiary markets primarily
— are also seeing new product. “Timmins has had two
new hotels open in the past year. And, that’s a market
that hadn’t seen any hotel rooms in 20 years,” he says. “It’s

“SASKATOON IS A
HOT MARKET, EDMONTON’S
A HOT MARKET, FORT
MCMURRAY [ALTA.] IS
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the same as what we’re seeing happening all over Western Canada. There are communities that hadn’t seen a
new hotel room in many, many years, but then, because
of the resource activity, they’ve had new product built.”
Suburban markets are also experiencing good growth
at the moment. This is especially true in airport areas.
“There’s huge development in Calgary but in the suburbs, near the airport,” says Gadbois. “There’s a fundamental reason for that: access to the traditional supply
of hotels in Calgary airport, which are on the south
side, has been cut off. So you can’t get there easily anymore. They’ve closed Barlow Trail, which was the
north-south access into the airport, to build a new runway, so what used to take five minutes now takes 20,”
he explains. “That’s spurred developers to build hotels
on the north side of the airport.” Winnipeg is seeing
similar activity in the suburbs. “All around the airport
in Winnipeg, there’s a huge influx, about 1,000 new
rooms in five or six new projects.” Halifax is also seeing some high-profile airport development (an Alt
Hotel by Groupe Germain, for example, is set to open
this spring).
Larone believes suburban development is financially
smart. “Richmond, B.C., Calgary Airport, Edmonton
South, Winnipeg Airport, Montreal Airport South
Shore, the 905 district near Toronto, Dartmouth near
Halifax — [we’re seeing a lot of activity in] those types of
suburban markets where you can go in and buy land at a
reasonable price, and you’re simply dealing with slab on
grade construction. It’s a fairly simple structure to build,
relatively simple operating model, and it’s predominately
rooms only with some limited service,” he says.
Indeed, it seems that outside of the large urban centres, limited-service really is the primary type of development. “In any of the markets on this list, from Halifax to Fort Mac … I don’t think these markets are
looking for spas and high-end restaurants,” says Prince.
“The beauty of limited-service is you can achieve about
the same rate in small markets as you can in big markets,” adds Atlific’s Gadbois, noting it’s cheaper to
build in smaller markets. “So it makes it much easier to
turn a profit.”
But, it’s important to remember that when something
appears so “hot” that numerous companies are prompted
to build there in a short period of time, you risk oversupply, which can be more damaging in smaller markets
than in larger markets. “When a market is showing
strong occupancy on a sustained basis, often times,
rather than simply having one or two hotels coming
into the market, you’ll have six or seven hotels coming
in,” says Prince. “All the feasibility studies will show
positive, and everyone will start construction within a
couple of years of each other, and then what you have in
a very short period of time is an oversupply situation
that takes years for demand to catch up. This ultimately
can end up hurting everyone in the market.” ◆
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re-evaluate and re-invent in a rapidly changing and
competitive environment where evolution and adaptation are keys to long-term success,” says Mercure.
That means the hotel needs to constantly evolve,
so the 618-room property is undergoing significant
renovations. “It’s a comprehensive rooms renovation
program — a doubling of the banquet space,” explains
the hotelier. The refresh includes a complete
makeover of the meeting space, new restaurant concepts, a lobby redo, the addition of a large new spa
and health fitness area, an expanded Fairmont Gold
offering and new outdoor lighting.
Interestingly, during the hotel’s recent copper-roof
renovations, the hotelier gave back to the community. “We donated a significant part of the 100-year-old
green roof copper to a group of Quebec artists,” explains Mercure. “The artwork created from the copper
as well as the exposition was a major hit, generating
amazing local and international media attention. People were very intrigued by the creativity, combined
with the unique history of this copper.”
And, at the heart of that community is the guest
with whom Mercure aims to connect. “It’s crucial to
connect emotionally and create lasting memories.
Hotels have to create an experience that not only exceeds expectations but one that will have customers
talking from the heart. It creates an amazing word-ofmouth momentum, building customer loyalty to return to the hotel and to the brand.” ◆
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hen the Canadian Tourism
Commission (CTC) announced the appointment
of Robert Mercure to the CTC Board of
Directors earlier this spring, it affirmed
what many already knew: Mercure has a
vast knowledge of the hotel industry.
As a fourth-generation hotelier, the
GM of the fabled Fairmont Le Château
Frontenac has often been described as
“a man with hotels in his blood.” Born
in the Eastern Townships of Granby,
Que., Mercure opted for a university
education, majoring in economics, before starting his formal career with ITT Sheraton
Corp. in Boston. Along the way, he took a detour,
landing in the foodservice industry, where he ran his
own restaurant in New Hampshire for a decade before
returning to his first love.
For the past five years, the savvy hotelier has been
leading the team at the Château Frontenac. “The historical iconic status of the Château is very special.
Being a Quebecer who has worked in numerous locations in North America and EuQUICK QUIPS:
rope, it’s a dream come true to
Personal status: Married
come back to the region and
with three children.
manage such a well-known and
How do you deal with
unique property.”
stress? “It’s important to
These days, with hotels expemaintain a proper balance in
riencing a significant drop in
life, to stay in good physical
U.S. business, Mercure’s biggest
shape and to keep the passion
challenge is “growing operafor your job alive.”
tional profit and asset value in a
Recent accolade: Queen’s
market of rising costs.” But he
Diamond Jubilee Medal for
and his team of 600 are up to
Public Service, 2012
the challenge, offering impeccable and well-executed service in a relaxed and personable manner. “It needs to connect strongly with the
client as an individual,” stresses Mercure.
The hotelier has many people he considers on a
daily basis. “[I maintain] a results-oriented focus for all
major stakeholders — equally between the client, the
staff, ownership and the brand. You have to constantly
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